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ABSTRACT
Context. The spectrum of the MeV tail detected in the black-hole candidate Cygnus X-1 remains controversial as it appeared much
harder when observed with the INTEGRAL Imager IBIS than with the INTEGRAL spectrometer SPI or CGRO.
Aims. We present an independent analysis of the spectra of Cygnus X-1 observed by IBIS in the hard and soft states.
Methods. We developed a new analysis software for the PICsIT detector layer and for the Compton mode data of the IBIS instrument
and calibrated the idiosyncrasies of the PICsIT front-end electronics.
Results. The spectra of Cygnus X-1 obtained for the hard and soft states with the INTEGRAL imager IBIS are compatible with those
obtained with the INTEGRAL spectrometer SPI, with CGRO, and with the models that attribute the MeV hard tail either to hybrid
thermal/non-thermal Comptonisation or to synchrotron emission.
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1. Introduction
Cygnus X-1 is one of the rare accreting black-hole candidates
in a high-mass X-ray binary system (Webster & Murdin 1972;
Orosz et al. 2011) and certainly the most studied thanks to its
exceptionally bright and persistent X-ray emission. The source
spends the majority of the time in the hard state where the ther-
mal Compton emission from the corona dominates the weak
thermal emission from the accretion disk. In the soft state the
disk emission becomes prominent and the thermal coronal emis-
sion vanishes (Coppi 1999, 2004; Zdziarski et al. 2002, 2011;
Zdziarski 2012; Zdziarski & Gierlin´ski 2004). The radio jet
(Stirling et al. 2001) is particularly strong during the hard state
(Zdziarski et al. 2011).
Observing the non-thermal gamma-ray emission originating
from the corona and from the jet is important to understand the
source geometry and probe the accretion-ejection paradigm. In
the hard state, this spectral component can only be studied above
∼ 300 keV. In the soft state the situation is more complex as the
thermal Compton emission may peak at higher energies. The ob-
servations of CGRO (McConnell et al. 2002) led to several inter-
pretations on the nature of the MeV emission (Gierlin´ski et al.
1999; Zdziarski et al. 2002) and several observing campaigns
were organised with INTEGRAL to probe it further (Del Santo
et al. 2013).
While soft gamma-ray polarisation above 300 keV was de-
tected by INTEGRAL (Laurent et al. 2011; Jourdain et al. 2012),
indicating synchrotron emission, the spectral shape of the high-
energy component remained controversial as it appeared much
harder with the imager IBIS (Laurent et al. 2011; Rodriguez et al.
2015) than with the spectrometer SPI or with CGRO (Jourdain
et al. 2012; McConnell et al. 2002).
In this paper we revisit the IBIS data obtained in the MeV
band, with the PICsIT detector plane and with the Compton
events detected by both the ISGRI and PICsIT layers, with inde-
pendent analysis methods in order to progress solving that con-
troversy.
Malyshev et al. (2013) and Sabatini et al. (2013) used Fermi
and Agile observations of Cyg X-1 in the GeV band and con-
cluded that the average non-thermal gamma-ray component does
not extend above 100 MeV but that short flares of yet unknown
nature could.
2. Data analysis
2.1. Picsit analysis
PICsIT, the PIxellated Cesium Iodide Telescope, is the high-
energy lower detector layer of the IBIS coded mask instrument
on-board INTEGRAL (Labanti et al. 2003). The PICsIT detector
is made of 4096 8.5x8.5x30 mm3 CsI crystals, which are sensi-
tive to soft gamma-rays in the range 175 keV and 10 MeV. The
angular resolution provided by the coded mask is 12 arcmin. The
square field of view is 9x9 square degrees in the fully coded
area and extends to 27x27 square degrees in the partially coded
area with decreasing sensitivity. The detector is surrounded with
lateral and bottom bismuth germanate oxide anti-coincidence
shields.
Most PICsIT data are stored in spectral imaging histograms
accumulating spectra in 256 energy channels per pixel for peri-
ods of typically 20-120 minutes. Different histograms are created
for single and multiple events. The latter correspond to photons
detected in more than one pixel, in a group of 4x4 pixels sharing
the same ASIC chip, or in the same semi-module (256 pixels) by
the front end electronics.
The multiple event selection is not uniform over the detector
plane (Stephen et al. 2003; Di Cocco et al. 2003) as photons
have a higher probability to be detected as multiple events in the
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Fig. 1. Typical background (first row) and uniformity (second row)
maps obtained for single (left) and multiple (right) events in the en-
ergy band 336-448 keV. The colour scale is indicated for the uniformity
maps. The colour bars of the background maps were chosen to distin-
guish 90% of the events. The background maps are rescaled during the
analysis to match the exposure of each pointing.
centre of the 4x4 pixel groups and as the ASICs are not perfectly
synchronised in time.
As the PICsIT signal is completely dominated by cosmic-
ray induced background and the signal from any astrophysical
source is very weak and spread over the detector, uniformity and
background maps can be generated by accumulating events over
very long time periods. Uniformity maps are multiplied with the
detector image to correct for pixel-by-pixel response variation.
Background maps are subtracted from the detector image after
the appropriate exposure time scaling. We generated uniformity
and background maps every 10 spacecraft revolutions (i.e. accu-
mulating about 30 days of data). Multiplicative uniformity pa-
rameters were defined for each module and semi-module and
between the central and border of the 4x4 pixel groups and fit-
ted to the averaged detector image for each of the eight standard
PICsIT energy bands (single: 203-252-336-448-672-1036-1848-
3584-6720 keV; multiple: 336-448-672-1036-1848-3584-6720-
9072-13440 keV). We found that the uniformity factors vary by
a factor of three across the detector plane and are rather constant
with time; the time variability is much smaller than the pixel-to-
pixel uniformity corrections. The background maps, obtained by
dividing the average detector image by the uniformity map, are
rather uniform (Fig. 1). The histogram of the background values
are reasonably close to Gaussian distributions except at low en-
ergy where a widening of the distribution can be observed, most
probably related to accumulation of cosmic-ray tracks (Labanti
et al. 2006).
Uniformity maps for single and multiple events show oppo-
site trends as the probability of detecting multiple and single
events are anti-correlated. Globally, and considering the effect
of dithering, the main effect of the detector uniformities is that
the probability for a photon to be detected as a single or as a
multiple event varies with energy, which has a significant effect
on the observed source spectra.
The non-uniformities have an important impact on the qual-
ity of the analysis products, in particular for images. We rewrote
Fig. 2. Significance image and profile (along the galactic plane axis)
of the Crab nebula for revolution 43 (80 ksec exposure) in the second
energy band (252-336 keV). This image can be compared to the central
region of Figure 3 from Di Cocco et al. (2003).
the PICsIT image deconvolution software including proper han-
dling of the uniformity and background maps based on the algo-
rithms presented by Goldwurm et al. (2003). Figure 2 shows the
image of the Crab nebula obtained during revolution 43, where
the source significance reaches 35 while the standard analysis
provides only about 10 (Di Cocco et al. 2003). The RMS of the
sky image background is found to be enhanced (RMS ∼ 2σ) in
the first energy band only, where the cosmic-ray tracks are pre-
dominant.
2.2. Compton mode analysis
The INTEGRAL Soft Gamma-Ray Imager (ISGRI; Lebrun et al.
2003) detector plane is placed on top of PICsIT. The ISGRI de-
tector is made of 16384 4×4×2 mm3 cadmium telluride semicon-
ductor pixels, covering the energy from 15 keV to 1 MeV with
an energy resolution of 8% FWHM around 100 keV. The CdTe
layer is made of eight identical modules each hosting 32 × 64
pixels. The ISGRI detector is ideally suited to build sky images
with a good spatial resolution.
Events detected simultaneously by both the ISGRI and PIC-
sIT layers (within a predefined coincidence time window) are
tagged on-board as Compton events and transmitted as a photon-
by-photon list in the INTEGRAL telemetry. These Compton
events are classified as single or multiple according to the num-
ber of excited PICsIT pixels. The energy of the event is the sum
of that detected by the excited ISGRI and PICsIT pixels and the
scattering angle is calculated using the PICsIT pixel with the
largest energy deposit.
To decrease the background we implemented several event
selection cuts, following the receipt of Forot et al. (2007). Only
the Compton single events (excluding those from the calibra-
tion source) with a total energy between 200 keV and 5 MeV
were kept to maximise the accuracy of the Compton scatter-
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the Compton event rate obtained for on-axis and off-
axis (10◦) sources, as a function of the offset between the source and
the reconstructed direction of each event obtained via the Compton in-
teraction geometry.
ing reconstruction. The outermost pixels of each of the ISGRI
and PICsIT modules (creating specific patterns on the images)
were disregarded to remove scattering on the structures sepa-
rating the detector modules. Of the events, 63% survived these
selections. Events with reconstructed off-axis angle > 15◦ (76%
of the above selected events) were disregarded to remove those
coming from the back and sides of the detector.
We also tried several additional cuts to keep only events de-
tected from a direction compatible with the source of interest, as
implemented by Forot et al. (2007), and found that the source
signal-to-noise ratio was not significantly improved; the pur-
ple/cyan spectra in Fig. 5 were obtained without/with a source
direction selection. We therefore decided not to use such source
position related event selections, in particular as their results de-
pend on the source off-axis angle. Indeed Fig. 3 shows the ratio
of the Compton event rates obtained for an on-axis and for a
10◦ off-axis source as a function of the offset between the re-
constructed direction of an event and the true direction of the
source. The results of a cut on this offset therefore depend on the
source off-axis angle, making the analysis of the data complex
and requiring a set of spectral responses built according to these
off-axis angles, which is not available.
As events scattering at the edge of the ISGRI layer can miss
the PICsIT layer, a higher Compton count rate is observed in
the central area of the detector plane. This non-uniformity must
be taken into account before image deconvolution to reduce the
coding noise. We built a series of detector non-uniformity im-
ages in fixed energy bands defined as the normalised sum of the
Compton events detected in each ISGRI pixel over the complete
mission (Fig. 4). The detector images are finally divided by these
uniformity images.
Because of the high background count rate, random coinci-
dences between uncorrelated ISGRI and PICsIT events within
the Compton time window (variable across the mission) are
also recorded as Compton events. The contribution of these fake
Compton events were evaluated following Forot et al. (2007).
Detector images were built for both detected and fake Compton
events for each pointing and energy band. These detected and
fake detector images, corrected for non-uniformities, were then
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Fig. 4. Pixel-by-pixel non-uniformity correction map (400-600 keV).
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Fig. 5.Unfolded spectrum of the Crab nebula with residuals as observed
by INTEGRAL (instrument/color/normalisation: JEM-X/blue/0.96 ±
0.04, ISGRI/black/1.00 (fixed), PICsIT single and multiple/red and
green/1.21 ± 0.15, Compton mode/purple and cyan/normalisation fixed
according to two different event selections) fitted with a broken power-
law model. Residuals are in units of standard deviations.
deconvolved to obtain sky images using the algorithms presented
in Goldwurm et al. (2003).
2.3. Test with the Crab nebula
Source spectra are extracted from the PICsIT mosaic images us-
ing mosaic_spec and fitted with the response function gener-
ated before launch from Monte-Carlo simulations. The PICsIT
spectra of the Crab nebula show significant deviations to the ex-
pectation mostly because of a lack of single events and an excess
of multiple events for energies below 1 MeV, as expected from
the observed uniformities. As translating these uniformities in a
model of the on-board electronic and generating a new Monte-
Carlo model is beyond the scope of our work, we corrected the
PICsIT ancillary response file to account for the average effect
of the non-uniformities, reducing the response for single events
and increasing it for multiple events for all energy bins.
Mosaics of the detected and fake Compton sky images were
generated and the detected and fake source images were fitted as
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above to obtain count rates in all energy bands. The source spec-
trum was obtained subtracting the spectrum resulting from the
fake events from that obtained from the detected events. Fig. 5
shows two Compton mode spectra that were obtained with (pur-
ple) and without (cyan) an event selection based on the source
position. Their cross-calibration constants were fixed according
to the expectations for the respective event cuts. The signal-to-
noise ratio of these two spectra are similar.
The resulting spectrum of the Crab nebula as observed by
JEM-X, ISGRI, PICsIT, and the Compton mode on-board INTE-
GRAL is shown in Fig. 5 fitted with a single broken power-law
model with best fit parameters Γ1 = 2.11±0.02, Γ2 = 2.55±0.15,
Ebreak = 116±30 keV, and N1keV = 8.9±0.9 ph/(keV cm2 s). The
effective exposures are ≈ 1.5 × 106 s for JEM-X and ≈ 3 × 106
s for IBIS (and the Compton mode). The cross-calibration con-
stants, indicated in the caption of Fig. 5, are reasonably consis-
tent in view of the variability of the Crab nebula and calibration
uncertainties. The goodness of fit χ2ν is 0.77 assuming systematic
uncertainties of 2% (as recommended to fit ISGRI data) and 1.00
using systematics of 1.5%.
The high-energy spectral slope is significantly steeper than
the value obtained by INTEGRAL SPI (Jourdain & Roques
2009). As this difference might be an artefact of the PICsIT re-
sponse generated before launch, we built an alternate PICsIT an-
cillary response file to match the spectral parameters obtained
with the spectrometer and will use it to compare our results with
those of Rodriguez et al. (2015). With this alternate response, the
flux at 1 MeV is about 50% larger than shown in Fig. 5.
2.4. Data selection and analysis
In order to obtain results on Cyg X-1 that could be compared
with other analyses, we selected the data as Rodriguez et al.
(2015), who provided us with the list of INTEGRAL pointings
corresponding to the hard and soft states of Cygnus X-1 as de-
fined in their analysis. This selection was based on hardness ra-
tios and intensity measurements obtained by RXTE/ASM and
Swift/BAT observations made within less than six hours of the
INTEGRAL pointings (Grinberg et al. 2013).
We performed the JEM-X, ISGRI, PICsIT, and Compton
mode analyses for the selected data to derive the broad-band
spectra of Cygnus X-1 in the soft and hard states. Because of
their different fields of view, the effective exposures obtained
with JEM-X are about two times shorter than those obtained
with IBIS. The spectral normalisations obtained for the two in-
struments are therefore different as the observations are not truly
simultaneous.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 6 shows the hard state spectrum of Cygnus X-1 fitted with
different models, using the original PICsIT response. The param-
eters are listed in table 1.
The hard state spectrum was first modelled with a thermal
comptonisation plus a hard power-law tail (model a), similar to
that used by Laurent et al. (2011) and Rodriguez et al. (2015).
The best fit parameters of the hard tail are dominated by the low
energy (< 300 keV) data and do not provide a good representa-
tion (at a level of 5σ) of the upper limits above 400 keV.
A cutoff power-law model for the hard tail (model b, and
the top panel of Fig. 6) provides a much better representation
of our data. Our results, which were obtained independently
for the PICsIT and Compton mode data, and our best fit pa-
rameters are consistent with those obtained by Jourdain et al.
Table 1. Spectral models and parameters. The parameter η is the cov-
ering factor of the reflection and N are the normalisation of the various
spectral components. The thermal comptonisation is characterised by
the corona electron temperature kTe and optical depth τ. The eqpair
model is characterised by the injected electron spectral slope Γ and by
the soft, hard, non-thermal, and thermal compactness, the other param-
eters being fixed to values usually used for Cyg X-1. The parameter C is
the PICsIT/ISGRI cross-calibration constant resulting from the fit, the
cross-calibration factor of the Compton mode are fixed according to the
events selection. The hard power-law flux is given in the range 0.4-1
MeV. The goodness of fit of the first model (limited by the absence of
a high-energy cutoff) does not allow us to obtain reliable uncertainties.
The results shown as model d) refer to the fit of the hard state spectrum
obtained by Rodriguez et al. (2015), which could be compared to model
a).
Spectrum & Model Parameters
Hard state
a) refl(comptt+pow)
χ2ν = 2.7
C = 1.27
η = 0.15
kTe = 48.6 keV
τ = 1.15
Ncomp = 0.08
Γ = 1.6
Npow = 0.04 ph/(keV cm2 s)
Fpow = 6.3 10−10 erg/(cm2 s)
Hard state
b) refl(comptt+cutoffp)
χ2ν = 1.0
C = 1.27
η = 0.18 ± 0.2
kTe = 40.0 ± 2.1 keV
τ = 1.49 ± 0.08
Ncomp = 0.07
Γ = 1.86 ± 0.2
Ecut = 0.7 ± 0.3 MeV
Ncutp = 0.7 ph/(keV cm2 s)
Fpow = 9.7 10−10 erg/(cm2 s)
Hard state
c) eqpair
χ2ν = 1.0
C = 1.26
η = 0.2 ± 0.1
Γinj = 2.3 ± 0.6
lbb = 21 ± 6
lh/ls = 6.7 ± 0.6
lnt/lh = 0.14 ± 0.08
N= (4.0 ± 0.2) × 10−8
Hard state fit from Rodriguez et al. (2015)
d) refl (comptt+pow) η = 0.13 ± 0.02
kTe = 53 ± 2 keV
τ = 1.15 ± 0.04
Γ = 1.4+0.2−0.3
Fpow = 19 10−10 erg/(cm2 s)
Soft state
e) eqpair
χ2ν = 1.4
C = 1.12
η = 1 (fixed)
Γinj = 3.4 ± 0.2
lbb = 1.2 ± 1.0
lh/ls = 0.31 ± 0.09
lnt/lh = 0.8 ± 0.3
N= (7 ± 1) × 10−7
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Fig. 6. Top panel: unfolded spectrum of the hard state of Cygnus X-1
using model (b), i.e. reflection (comptt + cutoff power-law). Following
panels: residuals to the fits in unit of standard deviations for models (b),
(a, reflection (comptt+ power-law)), and (c, eqpair). The corresponding
model parameters are listed in Tab. 1. The data are from JEM-X (black),
ISGRI (red), PICsIT (green and blue), and the Compton mode (cyan).
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Fig. 7. Unfolded spectrum and residuals for the hard state of Cygnus
X-1 using model (d) presented by Rodriguez et al. (2015). The data are
the same as in Fig. 6. The alternate PICsIT response, introduced at the
end of Sect. 2.3, was used here for spectral unfolding.
(2012) using data from the INTEGRAL spectrometer SPI, with
those presented by Zdziarski et al. (2012), based on a com-
pletely independent analysis of the PICsIT data, and finally with
the CGRO results (McConnell et al. 2002). The PICsIT/ISGRI
cross-calibration constants (see Tab. 1) obtained from the spec-
tral adjustments are very similar to those obtained on the Crab
nebula (Sect. 2.3). Our hard state spectrum is also in agreement
with the model of Zdziarski et al. (2014) attributing the MeV
hard tail either to a hybrid Comptonisation tail or to synchrotron
emission, the latter being favoured by the detection of polarisa-
tion by Jourdain et al. (2012).
We have also used the model obtained by Rodriguez et al.
(2015) (model d, Fig. 7) using the alternate PICsIT response,
built to match the expected Crab spectral slope (see end of Sect.
2.3), to minimise the discrepancies between that model and our
data. This model is clearly too hard and too bright at high en-
ergy when compared to the results of our analysis (by more than
20σ). Using the original PICsIT response leads to even larger
discrepancies.
In the soft state we could detect Cyg X-1 up to about 500 keV
in agreement with the results obtained by the INTEGRAL spec-
trometer SPI at a slightly lower flux level (Jourdain et al. 2014).
We have not detected an inflection point at 250 keV as suggested
by Jourdain et al. (2014) but this might be related to the ther-
mal Comptonisation model used by these authors to represent
the data at low energies. Our spectrum is also fairly comparable
to the CGRO spectrum of the soft state presented by McConnell
et al. (2002). Our upper limits above 1 MeV are significantly
below those obtained with Comptel.
The eqpair1 model provides an acceptable fit to the spectra
of the hard and soft states (models c & e) with parameters in
reasonable agreement with those obtained by McConnell et al.
(2002).
Although we are using the same data, the results presented
by Rodriguez et al. (2015) for the hard state are not consistent
with ours nor with those of Jourdain et al. (2012), Zdziarski
et al. (2012), or McConnell et al. (2002). The uncertainties ob-
tained by Rodriguez et al. (2015) are much smaller than ours,
the spectral shape is different and its normalisation brighter by
20σ. These differences are probably related to the subtraction of
fake Compton events. We cannot exclude that different Compton
event selection may play a role, although we have used less strict
event selection cuts.
Further observations of Cygnus X-1 in the hard state by IN-
TEGRAL with PICsIT and the Compton mode can help better
constrain the spectral shape of the source beyond 1 MeV. A much
more sensitive instrument, such as e-Astrogam (Tatischeff et al.
2016), is required to probe the jet contribution in the soft state
and to measure the relation between the inner jet and the disk
through variability.
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